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CallTek’s Device Monitoring System is intended to empower businesses to amplify the abilities of the NOC with
the ability to remotely manage connected devices within their ecosystems. Sometimes these systems are simply
called “network management” but that underscores their greatest value: lifecycle device management.
Without Lifecycle Device Management, these systems are ultimately just a way to automate things. While
investments in such systems can be helpful in carrying out tactical heavy lifting with automation, they severely
limit an organization’s ability to realize the full value of connected devices. For when an organization is hyperfocused on automation, they miss the opportunity to embrace transformation.
Tangential to these outdated systems also comes
wasted time and money, poor customer service, and
underwhelming features and capabilities.
With the right tools and data, organizations have a
better chance at understanding business operations
and planning for success.
These are the three essential elements of an effective
Connected Device Lifecycle Management:
• A single pane of glass that gives you full visibility
into your complete connected device ecosystem.
• Powerful analytical capability that yields
actionable business insight into deployment, cost
drivers, operational inefficiencies, and cost saving
opportunities
• Customizable reports & dashboards that allow
you to quickly, easily, and cost-efficiently manage
your business.
Without all three of these components, a stand-alone system will fail to deliver true business value.
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CallTek offers a solution to Technology Operators that offers all three, going beyond mere automation to
deliver true value to your business with holistic device lifecycle management.

Our platforms not only unifies connectivity and device performance in a single pane of glass, but it moves your
business forward with enhanced features and capabilities that enable business process optimization.
A company of any size and any type can centrally manage all connectivity needs with the peace of mind that
our platform will scale alongside your growing business needs.

For additional information on how CallTek can empower your organization with Connected Device
Lifestyle Management, contact sales@calltekinc.com
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